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Wo sugg^Bt the cniral SU(2) x SU(2) generalisation of the

ЫГР bap model, where the role of Goldatone particles is played

by pions which interact only with the surface of a quark "bag"

and do not penetrate inside.

Investigative of the model has shown that in the case of a

large bag ' K- ̂ i £i4.) the pion field is rather weak and goes to the

linearized cbiral bag model. Within that model we have calcula-

ted :

a} baryons' mass spectrum,

b) the axial constant of t> -decay,

c) magnetic moments of baryons,

d) pion-baryon coupling constants and their form-factors.

We found that" pion corrections axe of importance, especially

for the case of U Л system.

The results are found to be in a reasonable agreement with

the experimental data.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

In the Chew-bow model a nucleon 3s considered as a static

source of the P -wave pions and has a structure (forn.-factor)

and intrinsic degrees of freedom (spin and isospin). (For a re-

view of model see '-' ).

On the other hand,, a pion-nucleon interaction at low energies

manifests chixal SUfS) x SU(2) properties - РСЛС (See, for in-

stance, ref.
 J
) .

The Chew-Low model and PCAC in fact describe different sides

of
 r
)l -mesons physics at the same energies and may be unified in

the framework of more general model such as the chiral bag model

(CB40 . TLo CBM provides the synthesis of HIT bag rcodel and the

nonlinear С model.

In the Ы1Т bag model a hadron is considered to be filled by

weak Interacting quarks and gluons (QCD) with boundary condi-

tions which provide the confinement of the "colour" and stabili-

ty of the bag. The MIT bag model explains successfully static

properties of hadrons.L*' '-Li It should bo noted tfcjst the first

version of the bag model L J leads practically to the same va-

lues of the static properties of hadrons as the V.T2 bag model.

However there is no natural explanation of the li^htn^ss of

the pion and the approximate chiral symmetry in Nature.

CBM suggests the chiral (SUfe) x SU (%) , РСЛС) generalization

of the I.iIT bag model, where pions are Gold3tone particles and

interact only with the surface of a quark "bag" not penetrating

inside.

In the CBM axial currents are conserved in the limit of

massless quarks and pions. The CBM pions interact only with
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qlartta for pionr. with, hadrons wh.L.-.h bail', u; u.'; heavy иио-гЬ;

Cs, c, . . . ) . This ia nohjng else but the well-known £•-' / j. ru.i о.

So, the CBli' contains information about main properties of hed-

rons and their interactions in the low energy region.

The role of chiral invarianoe in the b, t; wrdol has Ь'Эец

firstly pointed out in ref.i/' •,

Recent investigationsL?' —' of the properties of the С'.'Ь va-

cuum have shown that Goldsbone oosons livo in the tru<: vacuum.

In another phase, inside hndrons, the vacunri is рег<-
;
т1: a'/ivi; ч-- ••.

no Goldstone "bosons are expected

Гю)
In pao'ticular, in ref '-

 J
 it has het?n proposed that <Л'М c»s\

Ъе baaed on theu?C-C'that stimulated a number of publications ' '

The success of the Ы1Т hag model naturally have led to the

proposition that CBM pion field surrounding the bag is rather

weak. Therefore, the main approximations for quark wave func-

tions tleed are' those from the MJT bag model and chiral correc-

tions only weakly modify them. In this case one can use the

spherical approximation for the Ъар filled by .T
r
 '/» quarks. In-

vestigation of the CBM equations in ref
1
- ' ̂ J and independenfc-

ПГЗ 14 I
ly in ref L ' J has confirmed such a proposition.

The present paper is organised as follows. In Section I we

Investigate the CBM equations. The linearisation of these

equations is discussed in Section 2. In Section 3 we calculate

the contribution of pions into the masses of hadrons and per-

form a fit of the mass spectrum of baryons (octet and decuplet)

with the account of gluon. contributions. In Section ft the recal-

culation of the j3 -decay axial constant is presented for the

case when quarks and olons have a mass. The magnetic moments of
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pion—baryon coupling сопв*;апЬн atul tbo ir form-fn-. tor;- are cal-

culated .

S I. Equations of the CBM

It i s commonly believod that the bag Is f i l led by coloured

Quarks and gluons (baggedb: <- ~*J ) The manses of U- d диагкя ancl

pions is supposed to be zero, яо that the chirol Bymmetrry is

fulfilled. By means of pion'e field we can fomuiate the chirnl

invariant boundary'conditions for quaî ks. It is alao considered

that pion1s fields do not penetrate inside the bag. Two lent

points lead immediately to the pion-quark Interactions on the

surface of the bag.

So, the lagrangian of such a system can be written as

Here Y i s a quark field, n is gluon field, /""„.u/ is gluon

strength tensor, Q is vacuum pressure, ~f is Lagrange mul-

tipller, ^ is pion field, ^/j'fi^^y^ and Яс' is Gell-

Hann matrix, jd. Inside the bag

&t(*> ~[o o u t s i d e f y

is a surface £ function,
-,

So, one has the equation and boundary conditions for quarks



(1.2)

(1.5)

Since (t \''rS)~~ 1 t h f > equation (1,3) implies that

In order to have Ы1Т boundary condition in the limit T'->

it i3 necessary to choose

so tfco.t the equation (1.3) becomes

Variation over gluon fields leads to the following equation

where / £ £__ io the structure constant of SU. (3) and to the

boundary condition

c?



The latter, with the equation (I.A-) taken into account, can be

transformed into (I.6
1
). It follows from eq.(I,5). (1,6) that

the colour charge of the hag is equal to zero

(here A, ).
The variation over the pion field *P provides the equation fop

pion field

~7d^- *

- о
(1.7)

and the boundary condition

f
>

 ;
 (1.8)

where it is taken into account that ft- fl ~f<j_/r ~ - (2 •£•) ,

The above equations and boundary conditions should be comple-

ted by the stability condition, which can be obtained either by

variation of &p^)or from the requirement that the total pres-

sure on the surface of the bag in equilibrium should be equal to



the equation (1.4) into account, one gets

> 2 ?

•^ •-- * <
 Z
> ^••

/
 у

Г

;
 " ^ •

(1.9)

Sguations (1,1) - (1,9) describe veryicomplicated nonlinear sys-

tem.

When solving this task we shall proceed from the fact that

the KIT bag model satisfactorily describes masses and static

properties of hadrons, so that ona can assume that М И bag model

wave functions provide quite a good zero approximation for the

wave functions of quarks.

Let us transform j in equations (1,2) - (I»9) to more con-

venient for the perturbation theory form ^
 /

г)
where ^ ^

 a
 function arbitrary inside the bag and coinciding

with Ф on the surface and outside the bag. As a result the

equations (1,2) and (1,5) take the form

. ID



--6'х'>) 'I-'
1
 A: S'w У (I.I2) respectively.

The equation (1,7) for pion field remains unchanged and the

boundary conditions are transformed into

(I.13)

-4-

(I.I5)

As the boundary condition (1,13) for quarks has now the

form coinciding with the MIT bag model condition, one oan use

for the equation (I,II) standard methods of the perturbation

theory, where the zero approximation is provided by the func-

tions of MIT bag model.

§ 2- IiJJft??X?Lza,tion of pion field equations

In order to clarify the possibility of linearization of the

equation (1,7) let us ignore for the moment problems related

with the "colour" and consider the pion field as a classic field

of a quark bag. As a starting point we shall consider the field

of a single quark.

As a вего-ordor approximation, r
ft
 to wave functions of

Quarks let us choose solutions of the MTT bag nodel with minimal

energy £-o in the static spherical bag approximation L --'



^

к/ ^ ) {
K \

 )
 ̂ ^o -

1/W^"^c;
t

Then we can «rite

where C-
n
 and T/j tire respectively the energy and wave func-

tion shifts required. The pion field сел г!so be deeonpoeed in-

to two parte j_^

where т
о
 is a solution of the equation (1,7) under toe bounda-

ry condition __

and т^ is the corresponding shift. _^

The boundary condition (2.2) allows one to represent 75 in

the form %~ £ ^ Jo where £ - constant and t -£. As a

result, equation (1,7) and (2,2) take the form

(2.5)

(2.2')



The solution of equations (2,5) and (2,2) has a form

—?

Let ия now -turn to calculation of T
n
 and С , It follows

from equations (I,II) and (2.I) that in the first approximation

C2.5).

where we designated

'•>• _ У /" '-'-•
It is clear that one may suopoaa that "!

 ;
i " •— - """"- • --

where т ^ are wave functions of the excited s t a t e s cf quarks

in a "bag". As a result we have

• Л - U P '-..-•

-f L ( r - V i \ C4~ '~L- у Ок °С' Ч'Г- t'У •'

г^ д ~' сг.б)
Let us discuss firstly the contribution of radial excita-

tions:

under the boundary conditions / ̂  • .__ ^ />
• ,*- <•. ,'



/j (9.

where, for instance, K,'3,?! ', У-г.~ ^/

It is easy to infer that Mid

It turns out that numerically coefficients

quantities, for example

Cy -- (S(6Lj ) aj

where we have designated

(fa-) - Jlilill ^°
V ( J / H o

(2.7)

во that we can neglect the contribution of the radial excita-

tions into г .

The contamination of orbital excitations in ̂ f
1
 may be pre-

sent if the bag is nonspherical. The shape of the bag is ecndi-

10



Honed by tb^ stability condition O.9). that can now Ъв re-

written «3

(a.e)
Obviously, nonsheridty of the» bdfi In tho lowest

tlon is related with the contribution of tho pion field '

into the requirement (?,8). However, the numerical estimates
f'j-t 7

show that maximal Aonspfierlrflfcy is rather snail L. -•'

£/-£ •) ~ $-f°) -x C;.of £ ( H atf»*. ) , 8 0 that the contribu

tion of orbital exoltationB Into also ie negligible,

Let us now estimate from tho formula (2.4) the magnitude of

the pion field on the surface of the bag where it ia maximal

If fi ~//А, , then

Therefore on the aurface of a nucleon, when /Z ~ - /
 M
 one

h a a -» у. _ 6 _

/Цj! - j-)f! £ °>f* !<vi(^)r iv> = Щи

It is obvious in this слав, when tbo radius of a hag of the

sane order of magnitude as electromagnetic radius of a proton,

that one can linearize the pion field equations, since

\ c

Note, that for ^ ~ 0 . 5 ^ (a small bag) !%Ц I,л and

II



linearization is impossible because the effects of pion-pion

interaction become of great importance. In this case the pions

give a very sizeable contribution to the mean squared isovac-

tor charge radiue of a nucleon.

On the other hand, the smaller the bag radius is, the

smaller the isoscalar part of the charge radius of a nucleon

will be. But it is well-known experimentally that the isosca-

lar charge radius, ̂ j , approximately equals the charge radius

of the proton ^t>
 =
 ®/°° f

 гл
- /

p —0/7-2 Q/s) i that is compatible with the nucleon bag

radius £.„ -/,£/>«-.

With, such a value of /<L- it Is possible to linearize the

equations for pion fields in the form

(2.Ю)

(2. ID

where we the pion mass f* is introduced explicitly. In this

case the axial current becomes to be partially conserved

(PCAC).

It should be noted, that by introducing the mass of a pion

we Mddenly introduced also the nonzero masses, Ж- for

light quarks (since /* ~ V̂u ), the wave function!» of which

are slightly different from those provided by equation (2.1)

and have now the form

12



lib* ль V?.. ' '• - ?-

where £ = Q~' ( X
1-

С- is the energy of a quark with the вавя

and the value of X can be obtained from the equation

^

Finally» one has for the pion field

г7--

§ 5. The mass spectrxua of Ъагуопа in ths apherical ДО

yimation.

The ohiral correction to Basses of hadrons in the MIT bag

model is composed of the pion field energy £<f> and the quark

energy shift £q t caused due to interactions with the pion

T3



field.

In ordor to calculate W7 let us use the equation

from which At: follows that

- - с

and we find

The energy of a pVon field can be found from the

?it>
 С

Thus, the chiral eorrection to the mass nf en hadxon, cum

posed of r* quarks le (.. •

It should be noted, that the expression for i~ <f above

coincides with the result obtained In ref (. J.

The matrix element of eg. (3,4) can be evaluated straight

forwardly, since jpin-isospin w«»e functions of hAdronn году be

taken to correspond to those of the nonrelativietlc qvmrk ni.ulHl

Then, we get

J4



1
 "• ^ "Й.и л ,- гтО

(3.5)

where -

account of tbe plon mass load only to an additional fac

tor in (3,4) and (3,5) t
lS
J

i v- /-- EL

for A-"-i/ ̂ L 6^
 a
 ^»8*t that Ьая a aoall influence on the

results. Note, that the magnitude of tf" inei^ntfioantly chang~

за for the values tn the ranges 0.8 f ̂ <" £. <С /, ̂  / *vt. .

In order to estimate tbe contribution of chiral (pionic)

correction into hadrons masses, let ua calculate the mass split

of A Isobars and nucleon» due to the quantity (З.Ч), where we

substitute P-
 д
 С Q. v ~ 4/% f **••

Calculating natrix elements of (3.4) over tbe corresponding

wave functioRB we have

It is seen that the ch.tral correction in this case is of

the aarae order of magnitude as pluonic contribution to

mass difference.

Gluonic corrections to hadron masses have been calculated

in a number of papers ^'*|- We follow the calculation method

of refLJ where it is suggested to treat the interaction of a

15



(jusrk Inside a bag by a consistent method baaed on the quantum

mechanical perturbation theory for emission and absorption of

gluons by диагкв with the perturbation

//2. j,-
Let us represent iMq as °°^9 ~ T ~ "^ ̂ 2- where

Д >JA n is the contribution of quark-quark interaction due to

the gluon exchange, and fb— is the gluonlc selfenergy of a

ouark. Here we use the results of the paper [4 J in which it

has been found that

(3.6)

where ^ - ~~7> i s the ground state of the gluons with quantum

numbers ^ = ^ + AZ • i s the quark mass and olc -
Гц.")

Pollowing the ref
1
- J we shall consider to be that the quantity

2 is a free parameter Including also the translation (centre

of mass) corrections. The mass of a hadron consisting of Д/

quarks now would be equal to

3 .
 L

 ^

(3.7)

It has been shown earlieru -• that in the Ejuerical approxima-

tion the stability condition (I.15) (without pions contribu-

tion) is equivalent to the requirement that the equilibrium

radius corresponds to the minimum of the mass (3.7) (without

as a function of the radius.

We shall demonstrate that the pions contribution into (I.I5)

16



and (3.7) does not change this conclusion if the shape of the

bag is assumed to be close to the spherical one.

Let us consider in detail the stability condition (I.I?) and

the expression for the mass (3.7) ignoring for the sake of sim-

plicity the gluonic contribution „ Then

(3.8)

Z
M *-.

 Л
 n +

 0
"* '

 Г
 - ^

(3.9)

On the other hand, substituting into (I.I5) the quark wave func-

tions 7
0
 and the expression for the pion field (2 A) we obtain

Averaging eq (3) over the angles (the spherical approxima-

tion) it is easy to infer that it is equivalent to

The expression for the baryon mass spectrum contains four

parametres£>, ̂ u 2- and the strange quark mass M . By fix-

ing these parameters through the masses of protons, Д ~ isobars,

- particle and the mean squared charge radius of proton

p^) *- «we obtain predictions for masses of other baxyons

(A
;
1.,^-

;
 "L-

 ?
 ЗГ*) and for radii of quark bags. The results of

our calculations are listed in Table I. The values of parameters

17



uaed were б''"1' -• П^ 6*^ ы

Table I
:ln CBM

Particle

P
A

r.

Л

Z*
_ — • •

JZ-

Mass

Theor.

1,110

I s I80

2,320

1.232

1,л 10

•1,540

1,672

fccp.

о.9зе

1,116

1,192

1,320

1,232

I.5B5

1,530

3,672

Bag's radius Qnv~

6

6,5

6,5

6,5

7,3

7 Л

7,4

7,4

The fi -decay axial constant

The ji -decay axial" constant haa be«n calculated earl ier in

L • * ' " - . bi fehe p r e g O a t pOpei- we w i l l take intopapers

account, effects of cbiral invariance breakdown by calculating of

попзвго pion and quark юаввев.

^ the «kxial currant can1д the sp i r i t of previous paper (. ^-

be represented as

r, tZ С СР $ . & )
/ •• ; (4.x)

•where we иве fcho wave functions of quarks from (2.12) and the

plon field of eg.. (2.13).



Let us define the quantity

After some straightforward calculations, wa obtain the fol

lowing expression for the contribution of quarks

j

(4.г)
«net pione

д,., / / -t Г A —__Л^
 я

For the case of Ьл C^i eq. (4.2) ana (4.3) can be reduced,

respectively, to

(4.4)

(4.5)
we find

we tnke

Г9



Th.
;
> яс.-ount. ni чиагк mnssiis eJlghtJy change this resuit. йо,

It is very important to take into account the gluonlc correc-

tions to the quark wjve functions which leod to the result that

9.
 f
9) = °-95 '-• 4 Aa a result we have Л ~ /,.?>.

••'•л И

t
 Magnetic Epmenta of Ъвг.уо_аа

Let ия define the operator of the magnetic moment

The contribution of quark into (
(
j.X) can Ъе calculated from the

eo, И
-^~ T „

Here 4.. is the charge of a quark, Ы'й-'1 is its energy.

The contribution of pions into (5.1) can be found from the for-

mula

(5.5)

the expression (2ЛЗ) for the pion field into the

eq. (5.?) we ohtain

20



J
Note, that the results calculated in accordance with ео..(5Д)

is two times less than that following from the formulae" of

By making use the radii of bags from Table I one can esti-

mate from eq. (5.2) and (5.4-) the magnetic moments of baryons.

fhe results are presented in Table 2, where the last column

contains the experimental values of magnetic moments. The only

Table 2

Particle

P

K.

x.+

Z°A

X*"

д + +

Д *

л°

Baryon' s magnetic moments in CBM,

Bag's radius:
•

from ref

6

6

6,5*

6,54

6,54

6,5*

6,54

6,5*

6,54

7,3

7,3

7,3

\}Ъ}: Pion's

0.53
-0,53

0

0,08

0

0,277

-0,08

-0,04

0,04

0,284

0,09

-0,09

Magnetic moment

eontr.: Total 5

2,82

-2,06

-0,64

2,5

0,76

1,71

-0,97

-1,44

-0,54

5,85

2,87

-0,09

> P /

Ebcp.

2,793

-1,913

-0,6138+0,047

2,3+"0,l4 C 2 8 J

-1,48+0,37

-1,85+0,75

3,6+2 C 2 6D

21



serioua disa^reeiaent observed is that for the magnetic notnont

of _ -̂ particle. The magnetic moment of /ДД _

/ 26hns been obtained in the framework of tbe iflobar model • -'from
f'-pnl

the experimental data" on the reaction /'• p —'"ft- p ̂  .

It can be noted also that in the framework of •-
1
Ч'э

;
 scheme

•\-
A
 ~ -

 V
!rl ̂

 n
 that leads to £ r*? ; " т

л
 ̂  f, ,

;
 .

; a.
S 6. Plon-baryon couplinjg; ponatantp and Гогш-factors

The formula (2.9) leada at £."'Vм to the requirement

f'/|X-! ^ O/£> ( './'• ia a classic f ield) , that allows one to

linearize the model equations (1.7), (I.8) ov«r the pion field.

As a result we pet the lagrangian ,,z — .£ n -/•• .-y.. t-4-f:

• /

(6.2)

that corresponds to the lineariBod version of the CBM.

The quark field operator Ф and pion field operator j oan

be defined in terms of the complete system of solutions of the

following equations and boundary conditions

(6.3)

(6.4)

22



(6.5)
•>

о (/•• ̂

(6.6)

The eigenstates of the eq. (6.3) and (6.4-) are well know and

discussed in many papers on the MIT bag model. For instance,the

quark wavefunctiona in the lowest on energy state and with

the spin J~ /<£_ have the fcrm (2.12).

Now, the quark field operator can be represented as

(6.7)

where ̂  is an annihilation operator for quarks. The solutions

of equations (6.5) and (6.6) can easily be found in the angular

momentum representation. For us it is sufficient to consider

•j and P waves.

In this case one has

(6.8)

Here Jfc 'L and /^^-BXQ the annihilation operators for -j and

О -wave pions, respectively, and ^^ '/^

y

23



where ./ ± -' "- ( C1. ' -'* L/C?.

From the boundary conditions (6.6) we find that

As a result, we obtain for the interaction operator of

p-wave piong with quarks

• / '

(6.9)

The '.jniveraal form-factor ^ .^/contained in eq. (6.9) has

tne form */

(i~0h
t

• 4 I ?
Ч ^ '-' (6.Ю)

In ref^t,'the form-factor UA'^)'-^ i'f;h&a been obtained,which is

right only for the case \j ,
c
 /

24



Let us define the coupling constants in the system ~jt-№ Д

by the equations

= §£
* <6.H)

(6.12)

A straightforward calculations(? -/of matrix elements of the

operator (6.9) give:

7/U

without gluonic corrections, and

with gluonic corrections U'J to the quark wave function taken

into svccount.

(б.15)

ил У I I j

The width /^ of the A isobars can be calculated froa

«. (6.15) С к = г

25



Now we consider interactions of ^ -wave pions with

Through the transformation (1,10} of quark wave functions we

get the interaction langangian

(6.17)

Let us calculate the contribltion of the second term (6.17)

in the $ -wave pion scattering amplitude (6.17).

The arbitrary inside the bag function ^
f
 can be taken as

/

where

In the lowest second oi'der of the perturbation theory the

intermediate quark may be only in the excited state with

с Ф с о • because of

To *o )TJC +* - О

For the case of t*Jfc « £<*-£& the main contribution

into the £ -wave scattering of plons from the f i r s t term of

eq. (6.17)

2

Therefore the ^-wave scattering operator for

be represented as

26



-f- £.C.J ^ . . • (6.18)

Here we take into account that tPof *-&)&£ f o r иЗ^&а tj&.

It is easy to infer that the matrix element of (6.18) over the

nucleon wave functions coincides with the result of the current

/~2 7
algebras L. «J

Concluding remarks

The results of our calculations concerning the mass spectrum

of baryons, the axial constant of J> -decay, magnetic moments of

baryons, pion-baryons coupling constants and so on, provide the

basic for the hope that the version of CBM considered correctly

reproduces main features of interactions of pions in the low

energy range. The chiral (pionic) corrections to the results of

the HIT bag model as a rule improve the agreement between the

theoretical predictions and experimental data.

Since pions interact with the surface of the quark bag, one

can hope that the detailed investigation of interactions of

pions with nucleons and few-nucleon systems would allow to

study the sizes and shapes of quark bags in baryons.

In the framework of the CBM without gluonic corrections the

axial constant of j3--decay and correspondingly pion-nucleon

coupling constant (they ate interrelated through the Goldber-

ger - Treiraan relation) are 20?& larger than the experimental

27



values. It turns out of Importance to take into account the

gluonic corrections to the quark wave functions that improves

the agreement with the experimental data. The effects of such

kind are under detailed investigation and the results will Ъе

reported in a separate investigation.

I am thankful to Zinoviev G.li., Bhepkin M.G..Martemyanov B.V,

and Gulyamov K.G. for useful discussions.
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